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Interclass Baseball Dr. William Cooper Will Deliver
Vocal And Instrumental Program
Given By Shenandoah Quartet Will Begin Monday
Commencement Address June 10
With Sr.-Soph. Game
Sesame Club Has Charge Sketches Of Tour
Dr. E. H. Pruden Of
Twelve
Students
Of Friday Assembly
Petersburg To Preach
All Games Are Scheduled
Made In Assembly
Bacculaureate Sermon
Will Participate
Except Juniors vs.
TRUMPET SOLO PLAY'D
Seniors
BY MARLIN O'NEAL
By Four Students
In Organ Contest EXERCISES WILL BEGUN
r
>
Presented by the Sesame Club, the
men's quartet from Shenandoah College at Dayton gave a vocal and instrumental program in chapel yesterday
morning.
The participants, as introduced by
Grace Madden, president of the day
students' organization, were John
Sawyer, first tenor; Marlin O'Neal,
second tenor; Harold Grieg, first bass;
and Bill Jenkins, second bass. The
quartet was accompanied by Jack

WITH GARDEN PARTY
Trip To Washington Made SENIORS EXPECTED
TO BE BEST NEVE Competition Wffl Be Held Dr. William John Cooper, professor
Last Saturday 3y
At Methodist Church of education in George Washington
39 Girls
Monday Night
University and former United States
Fultz, Wandless, McCue,
Commissioner of Education, will deAnd Sampson Are
Brief sketches of the tour to WashThe annual organ concert in which liver the commencement address when
ington, D. C, which was made last
Sports Leaders
twelve students of that department degrees are conferred on Monday eve-

Saturday by 39 students, was given in
Assembly Wednesday morning by four
student representatives and one faculty member, Dr. Otto Frederikson.
Margaret Smiley, Myrtle Beach, S.
Phillips.
C, in her account of the transportaThe first number on the program tion down and back on the bus, said
was the Shenandoah Alma Mater, sung "We got up at three o'clock and left
by the*quartet. Mr. O'Neal then
then,*t four. The sunrise and the scenery
played a trumpet solo, Tulips, by Cook? on the Skyline Drive were beautiful.
The men again sang, using this time The girls were especially* impressed
the ever popular Bells of St. Mary's. by the dogwood and other flowers
I Love You Truly ■wu played as a along the road. When we stopped at
trumpet and trombone duet by Mr. the Panorama Hotel, the owner had
O'Neal and Mr. Greig, and the pro- to be awakened because it was so early.
"We had two bus drivers, one to
gram was concluded by a group of
Southern songs. The first and most take us down, and another who drove
outstanding of these was the Negro in the city. We got our meals at Hospiritual, Swing Low, Sweet Chariot. tel Raleigh. ,
"The trip back was uneventful
The college-represented by the visitsave
for the usual flat tire," she coning musicians is located about four
ducted.
miles from Harrisonburg. Although the
The visits to the Congressional Lischool is comparatively small, the
music department is very well known. brary, the Shakesperian Memorial Library, and the Capitol were reviewed
Devotionals at the chapel exercises
by Bessie Watts, Clifford. "The dome
were led by Anne Andes. Sponsors
of "the Congressional Library was esof the Sesame Club who sat on the
stage with the officers are Mrs. Nancy pecially impressive with its black and
B. Ruebush, of the English faculty, gold panels," she began. "There were
numerous and beautiful piers, arches,
and Mr. Clyde P. Shorts, psychology
and
Corinthian columns in the Library.
professor.
"There is also one of the largest
sets of books in the world contained
in the building. The most complete
collection of Chinese and Russian literature may be found there. Too, the
orginial copies of the Declaration of
Gene Averett, Lynchburg, was elect- Independence and the United States
ed president of the Bluestone Cotillion Constitution are now kept in the LiClub last Wednesday. Other officers brary.
"The Shakesperian Memorial Library
chosen were: Anne Kellam, Wiewood;
vice-oresident; Elizabeth Gilley, Ax- was erected in memory of the great
ton, secretary; Marian Townsend, Red playwright, William Shakeepeare. An
Springs, N. C, treasurer; Dorothy! inscription by Ben Johnson is engravBeach, Norfolk, business manager; and ed inside this monumental structure.
"A statute of Puck, a character in
Bertha Jenkins, Waynesboro, sergeantA Midsummers Nighfs Dream, stands
at-arms.
The office of president of the Cotil- just outside the library. A familiar
lion Club is a coveted one among cam- quotation of this figure is engraved
pus honors, the president being the just beneath—'Lord, what fools these
leader of the figure in the annual mid- mortals be'. We saw an iron chest and
a daggar which were used in Shakeswinter dances.
(Continued on Page Four)
Gene Averett has taken a leading
o
part in campus affairs. She is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, president of
Stratford Dramatic Club, Lanier Literary Society, Art Club, and International Relations Club.

Gene Averett Chosen
Cotillion President

Four Students Pass
Senior Life Saving

Story of Poets Told
In Movie Today
The great love story of Robert
Browning and Elizabeth Barrett has
been brought to the screen in
tonight's movie. The three persons
that take the leading parts are winners
of the coveted award offered for the
best pictures of the year.
Norma
Shearer portrays Elizabeth Barrett, an
invalid, doomed to die, until the great
love of Robert Browning, played by
Fredric March, comes into her life.
Mr. Barrett is played by Charles
Laughton. Mr. Laughton protrays
remarkably well the father, who has
a selfish attachment for his daughter,
Elizabeth.
The sweetness of the love between
Robert and Elizabeth is shown in such
a way that the audience sympathizes
with the lovers all through the picture and is happy over their succesful
elopment.

With the senior vs. sophomore game
next Monday, the delayed baseball season will officially open, according to
Ellen Moran, New York, baseball
sports leader.
The rest of the season's schedule
is as follows: Tuesday—juniors vs.
frehmen; Wednesday—sophomore vs.
freshmen; Thursday—juniors vs. sophomores; and Friday—seniors vs. freshmen. The time for the seniors vs. juniors game is not definitely set as yet.
The seniors will probably present
the best material thjs year as a number of their players are varsity members of other athletic teams.
The senior team includes: Alma
Fultz, sports leader, E. Buie, E. Pittman, E. Mallory, S. Schneer, M. Regan,
E. Kincannon, M. Wratney, and G.
Fray.
L. Wandless, sports leader, M.
Thompson, S. Kamsky, Helen Mad(Continued on Page Three)
o

Initial Reception
Given By Seniors
In New Building

Faculty And Friends Of
CoUege Invited To Choral Program Held
Formal Opening
Last Week In Wilson
Senior Hall, new dormitory, was
formally opened Friday evening,
when faculty members and seniors were
at home to friends of the College at
a reception between seven and ten
o'clock.
The new building, recently completed at a cost of $140,000 and now
being occupied by 116 seniors, presented a brillant appearance with
lor, finished, like the others in buff
crossing the new rock walk that
leads to the white-columned portico
and entering the spacious lobby, were
ushered into the front parlor, where
they were received by President and
Mrs. Samuel P. Duke, Dr. W. J. Gilford, dean, and Mrs. Gifford, Dr. H.
A. Converse, registrar, Mrs. Adele
(Continued on Page Four)

Other Girls Will Complete STUDENTS PERFORM
Test During Week
FOR KIWANIS CLUB
Four girls were enrolled as senior
members of the Red Cross Life Saving Service this past week having passed the prescribed test as set forth by
the American National Red Cross.
These girls were: Janet Baker, Washington, D. C; Lora Beazley, Charlottesville; Mary E. Kanode, Blacksburg, and Elizabeth Dalke, Woodstock.
Fifteen students will be given the
final tests during the week, those who
have passed to be announced later.
Examiners were Julia Duke, Edith
Todd, Velma Kilmartin and Peggy
Regan.
These girls completed the series of
tests such as the breaking of different holds'', various approachs and carries and resuscitation methods. They
also submitted an essay on the prone
pressure method of resuscitation.
The enrollment for Senior Life Saving is for a period of three years, at the
end of which a renewal is taken.

participate, two of them state contest
winners in organ, will be held at the
Methodist Church South, Monday evenirig, May 20, at eight o'clock.
The students, as they participate in
the program are Daisy Mae Gifford,
1934 State winner in organ, and Lena
Mundy,. of , Harrisonburg;
Alice
Thompson, Charleston, W. Va.; Margaret Hunt, Shenandoah; June Sprinkel, Shenandoah; Millicent Leggett,
Christiansburg; Caroline
Schaller,
Washington, D. C; Elsie Jarvis',
Mathews; Frances Graybeal, CJiristiansburg; Ruth Spitzer, Harrisonburg;
Josephine L. Miller, Port'Republic;
and Emma Dunbar, Dunbar, W. Va.,
who was the 193 J State Winner in
Organ.
The program consist of twelve
pieces, including those of such well
known composers as J. S. Bach, Edward Grieg, Arcadelt Liszt, and Felix
Mendelssohn.
Immediately following the program
will be a reception at the Stage Coach
Tea Room for the participants and
their guests. Attendance at the recital is by invitation only. Members
of the Aeolian, honorary music club',
will usher at the concert and will serve
at the reception.
o

Directors Make Favorable
Comment On Work
Of Singers
Favorable comment in discussing
the choral program held in Wilson
auditorium Saturday, May 11 at 3
o'clock, was made by the directors
present, Miss Lucille Isabell, director
of music in the Harrisonburg Public
Schools, Miss Evelyn Ballatine, director of music in the Broadway schools,
ind Mr. C. T. Chapman, principal of
the Luray school and director of his
own Glee Club, who also directed the
massed choruses. They felt that a
contest held in connection with the
program next year would act as an
incentive for better work.
"I can see improvement in this year's
work over the work of the preceding
year in these respects," said Miss Edna
T. Shaeffer, head of the music department at the college. "First, all groups
participating-sang consistently in pitch,
proving this type of work does improve musicianship.
Secondly, I
noticed this year a better choice of
music used . . . This sums up in a few
words what the thing stands for."
Mrs. F. C. Thompson, state and
national chairman for the observance
of Music Week of the Federation of
Music Clubs was invited to speak. A
reception was held directly following
the program in Alumnx Hall. The
visiting choruses were welcomed by
Miss Jennie Spratley, president of the
Freshman Chorus.

Led by Alice Geiger, Los Angeles,
California, a varied program was presented by a group of college students
at the last meeting of the local Kiwanis
Club, May 9. Five numbers, including
a quartette, vocal and instrumental
solos, and dancing, made up the the
program.
The quartet, composed of Charleva
Crichton, Hampton; Inez Graybeal,
Christiansburg; Martha Way, Kenova,
West Virginia; and Genevieve Miller,
Broadway, presented three selections
at the first of the evening. These
were Sweethearts, When a Maid Comes
Knocking, and Water Boy. Miss Graybeal also sang a solo, By the Bend of sented a speciality dance. Accompanthe River, and Josephine Miller Wood- ists for the various numbers were
stock, played a violin solo. Little Frances Graybeal, Christiansburg;
Kathleen Pickett, daughter of Dr. H. Julia Kilgore, Coeburn; and Alyce
G. Pickett, professor at the college, Thompson, Charleston, West Virginia.
Those participating in the program
tap danced, while two students, Gene
Averett, Lynchburg, and "Mike" Eliz- were given blue and gold compacts
abeth Buie, Lake City, Florida, pre- as souvenirs of the evening.

ning, June 10, in Wilson Hall.
Dr. E. H. Pruden, pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Petersburg,
will preach the baccalaureate sermon
on Sunday morning, June 9. He willalso be guest speaker at the Y. W. C.
A. services which will take place in
the evening, and will be followed by
the impressive seniority service.
The graduation program begins Friday evening, June 7 with a garden
party given by the faculty to the
senior class and graduating members
of the sophomore class on the lawn of
Hillcrest. Afterwards, a recital will
be presented by the departments of
Music and Expression in Wilson Hall.
A track meet between different sections of the freshmen physical education classes will take place on Saturday
morning, June 8. In the afternoon, a
motion picture, The Little Minister,
will be shown and in the evening the
graduating classes will present The
(Continued on Page Three)
o
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Expression Pupils
Present Readings
Wednesday Night
In the second of a series of spring recitals, the students of expression assisted by vocal soloists presented a delightful program of readings in Wilson Hall
auditorium Wednesday evening at 7
o'clock. The students of! expression
had_ studied under Miss Ruth Hudson,
of thTEnglisridepartment. The vocal
numbers were given by the pupils of
Mrs. Clara Whipple Couryn of the
music department.
The program of readings consisted
of the following numbers: "The Great
Day when Matilda Voted" of Bangs
by Louise Faulconer, Unionville;
"Who's Afraid?" of Cooke by Katherine Beale, Holland; "The Theatre
Party" from Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch, by Anne Fearnow, Staunton; and "The Necklace' 'of Maupassant, by Virginia Cox, Woodlawn.
The two vocal solos which added
variety to a well-balanced program
were "Cloud Shadows" by Rogers by
Annie Glen Darden, of Holland, and
"The Rose of Love" by Hamblen by
Frances Sifford, of Hickory.
o

Clubs Hold Picnics
Saturday Afternoon
Two campus organizations will hold
their annual picnics this Saturday afternoon. Kappa Delta Pi and the
Frances Sale Club will be hosts of the
picnics.
The Kappa Delta Pi picnic will be
held at Hove Quarry; about 50 people,
including members, faculty advisors,
and alumnx are expected to attend.
They will leave the campus in cars.
The Frances Sale Club to which the
senior class is annually invited will be
taken to Rawley Springs. Members
wishing to attend have been asked by
the officers to see Mary Burroughs
Morgan. A fee of 10c is being charged all those who attend. The clubi
and guests will attend the picnic in college trucks and will be accompanied
by Miss Robertson.
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MEMORY OF LOVE
I have often wondered why the
By BESSIE BREUER
Subscription Price
•
*2-00 » Year four classes on campus do not elect
Memory of Love is essentially the
TOM SAYS:
their officers for the coming year in
type of book which critics and club
the
spring
before.
The
majority
of
As I was sayin' to little Oscar—
gtosottatfd golleaJBtt grgl
women will praise and call the novel
other
schools
and
colleges
do
and
it
1935
«-41934
If things don't soon quit, I'm goin'
seems to work most advantageously. of the year for fear of being termed
Someone will say "Why follow this priggish if they mention the fact that looney—so help me!
Editor-in-Chief
plan just because other colleges do?" it is extremely vuglar and hardly worth
VIRGINIA COX
The big game hunter was telling
Well, they have found out that it
reading.
Business Manager
his
stay-at-home wife about his enworks satisfactorily and we are about
It is very evident to even the most
Lois MEEKS
counter with a Bengal tiger and how
the only college that doesn't elect class
superficial reader that Miss Breuer
he had finally shot it.
< As«sA»»/ £<//<0r
ELIZABETH BYWATERS officers at that time, so why not try
sees no romance in love. One wonders
Managing Editor.
GOLDIE COHEN it?
"Yes," he wound up, "it was a case
if she really sees life as she pictured
LoB S
of
the tiger or me."
Campus Editor...
,
Someone else will argue that it is it and if so, just what experiences have
DOLORES PHALEN
Mit's Editor
traditional.
Everyone knows that led her to this philosophy.
"I,m so glad it was the tiger, dear,"
people who keep to tradition today
EDITORAL STAFF
As a study of a character who is not she said sweetly, "otherwise we
G. STONE
A. MARSHALL
get left behind much of ^ the time in strong enough to face life, who is so wouldn't have this lovely rug."
M. BYER
E.
STRANGE
this progressive world of ours.
D.
MAIRS
L. CLOUD
weak that he is a disgrace to any soB. SLOOP
L. MUNDY
Again someone else will mention ciety that allows such a man to be
E. HUNT
"I see you have a sign in your store;
R. WARNER
C. H. SCHULER
that certain girls do not always come known as a respectable member of it,
H. MACMILLAN
'we aim to please',," remarked the irE. THRASHER
back from year to year. But those the book is interesting and might proritated customer.
of us who have been here four years voke constructive thought, had it been
BOARD OF MANAGERS
"Certainly," replyed the proprieter;
B. WATTS realize that those who take the two- written differently, but as it stands one "that is our motto."
A. G. DARDEN
M. WAY year course usually know definitely feels that the time spent in reading
H. MADJESKI
"Well," retored the Customer, "well,
that they will not come back after it was wasted. In expressing what
TYPISTS
you ought to take a little time off for
the second year while there are a rela- may seem to her, reality, Miss Breuer
J. Baker, C. Bryan, E. Cannon, M. F. Brown, P. Slaven
target pfjactice."
tively small number who enter the has surpassed even Sinclair Lewis in
four year course that do not return crudity of expression as well as of
Eight year old (reading magazine):
from year to year until they graduate. thought.
"What's
a literary aspirant?"
If one who has been elected to an office
She has titled her book Memory of
Margie
(slightly older): "I guess it's
We Commend Chapel Programs
should not return, that office could Love but one feels that she has either
what
an
author
takes when he gets a
used the wrong word or else has a very
With the program of last Wednesday morning, we are again reminded be filled easily the following fall.
headache."
As
far
as
I
can
ascertain
all
the
orperverted sense of the original meaning
that the majority of this year's chapel exercises have been conducted by
students or faculty members. Except for the devotionals led by pastors of ganizations, other than the classes, of love. We feel that we may use
Mother wanted to spend Saturday
local churches, talks and features have been left, in the main, to campus fill their officers, in the spring for the one of her own sentences and with no
talent. Some students may have missed the speakers from other colleges coming term. In this way the new intention of profanity, demand of her, afternoon shopping and father— a
and from fields outside the educational world. They may have felt that faculty officers are able to realize their posi- "O, my God, what can they know of statictician—reluctantly agreed to
abandon his golf and spend the afterand student messages are too often expressed in routine work to be signifi- tion during the summer and probably love?"
Memory of Love is the type of book noon with the 3 small and energetic
cant in the chapel exercises all are required to attend. We believe such a view plan ways in which they can best fulis a case of "familiarity breeding contempt." The programs this year have fill their duties and obligations. Of which you will probably read—espec- children when mother returned,
been well prepared and unusually interesting. The short pictures and plays' course, all of us do not want to think ially after seeing several reviews of it. father handed her this:
as well as several worthwhile talks, stand out in our memory. The pride about work for the coming" school
Dried tears—9 times
UP THE YEARS FROM
which campus organizations take in their representative activities has carried year in the summer, but it stands to
Tied shoes—13 times
BLOOMSBURG
over into assembly programs and the students participating have gained reason that many ideas pop into one's
Served water—18 times
much. Faculty members, through their unusual and instructive lectures, head when visiting relatives or friends
By GEORGE ARLISS
Toy ballon purchased—3 per child
have been presented in a new light to "the student body. In short, chapel while talking over school experiences.
Average life of ballon—1/2 second
Those
who
love
George
Arliss
as
an
—the one time when the school meets as a group—has been the means of These ideas and suggestions could be actor will find him just as delightful
Cautioned children not to cross
remembered and used with advantage
drawing the students and faculty closer together.
as an author, for he carries into his street—21 times
to the organization.
Children insisted on crossing street
While we think this period of home-rule, shall we say, has been very profwriting the same quiet yet amusing
It seems a pity to have most of the
—21
times
itable, we always welcome outside speakers. Chapel, in a special way, preswit which makes him a favorite on the
No. Saturdays father will do this
ents an opportunity to approach students on subjects not included in other positions on campus filled before screen, and he causually makes his
again—0.
their regular work and to broaden their vision by outside contacts. In the the class offices. It is a fact and an ex- autobiography read like a novel.
past, the college has been very liberal in selecting its assembly speakers. We cellent one that only a certain number
He begins with a description of his
hope this policy will continue and that even more viewpoints will be present- of honor points are allowed each stu- trip, at an early age, around the most
Restaurant orchestras in Boston are
ed from the chapel platform. Meanwhile, let us again commend the program dent, and the most capable girls usual- respectable of all respectable blocks in so versatile they play anything a diner
ly have their maximum number becommitte on the splendid interlude of student and faculty programs.
that most respectable English town— may request. "If it is agreeable to
fore the class officers are chose; this
Bloomsbury, W. C. There was noth- everybody else," said the diner, "I wish
point, of course, excludes the freshing unusual in making the trip but the they would play checkers until I have
man class. I do not mean this to be
The Forum Progresses
fact that it was a complete jounrney in finished my dinner."
a reflection on the girls who are elected
a very few minutes and that he was
This week's contributions to Campus Winds indicate that our belief in
because I have always thought that we
arrayed in a gorgeous clown costume,
the versatility of campus interests and our appreciation of the need for an
have had unusually capable and reThe Low Brow Dictionary
added interest. He says of the trip and
open forum were not unwarranted. We believe that one especially pertisponsible girls in those positions.
archaic—what we can't have to eat.
of his brothers—"they felt safe in darnent question has been raised. Should classes elect officers in the spring
Considering these point s I believe ing me and daring me, until of course artichoke—what to do to those you
along with other clubs and organizations, or should they wait until the fall
don't like.
as they have done formerly? If you desire any information on the spring that electing class officers in the spring I had to do it!"
aurora—a terrible noise.
From then on, he traces his course
elections as they have been held at other schools, we will be glad to secure it for the following year would prove
itself
to
be
an
advantage
to
that
of
azimuth—a terriable feeling in your
through a succession of amateur plays,
through student publications. What is your personal opinion in regard
electing
them
in
the
fall.
nose
which is kinda like hay fever.
a dramatic society all his own, conto the proposed change? It is worthy of serious consideration and thought—
MARY
VAN
LANDINGHAM
cockroach—a
big brown bug we
tacts with queer characters who have
ful comment.
see
in
dorms.
helped
him
in
his
portrayals
of
characThe second article brings to our attention a rather deplorable situation
barbarian—a gent that cuts your
ter roles, the exciting moments of
on campus. The attendance at Y. W. C. A. meetings has noticeably decreasCOME TO Y. M. C. A.
hair.
meeting
real
actors
such
as
Maurice
ed during the past year. The writer is squarely asking why. It seems to
Are you an active member of the
bier—a drink that is good with pretus that the programs of our only student religious organization have main- "Y"? If not, why not! The Y. W. C. Barrymore, and on into his actual
zels.
(Continued
on
Page
Three)
tained their usual high standards. And now that many new features have A. is your organization and it is just
bingle—to swell up.
been added, they should be even more interesting.
what you, the members make it. The
Show your interest, give your supbirch—to sit like a bird on a limb.
The final short article speaks for itself as it describes an unfortunate primary reason for the existance of the port, co-operate for the accomplishmisunderstanding about the organization of one of our dormitories. We "Y" on the campus today is that it ment of its aims, attend the meetings
wonder if this condition is peculiar to the sophomore dormitory mentioned, is a voluntary religious movement. It regularly, sit in the front of the auCalendar
is only in a religious movement that we ditorium, join in the singing of the
or if it is general.
We regret that we did not have room to publish the other contributions are able to look at life in its entirety. hymns and be a real wide awake memWake up, don't be lazy, and attend ber.
Saturday, May 18—Movie, Barretts
received for the forum column this week and plan to include them in a later
the
Y
meetings
on
Thursdays
and
Sunof Wimpole Street, 8 p. m.—
issue. We hope that you will find the exchange of opinon made possible
days
in
Wilson
Hall.
Is
it
that
you
Kappa Delta Pi Picnic—Home
through this column very profitable and will continue to support it.
SPOTSWOOD ELECTIONS
don't like the programs, just aren't DEAR EDITOR:
Quarry, 3 p. m.
interested, or what! If you have helpOf all the girls in Spotswood, I Sunday, May 19—Y. W. C. A.
Conduct Again
ful criticisms to make, make them- wonder how many know just who the
Vespers.
To the already expansive list of breaches of conduct at the student body through this column if you like or tell house president is, or who the members Monday, May 20—Cotillion Club
gatherings which have evoked countless reprimands and discussions pro and con us. Criticisms prompted by sincere of the house committe are? I, for one,
Dinner, Kavanaugh Hotel, 6 p.
on the part of the students, there is yet another I would add the outward interest may be a source of real im- did not know until just the other day
m.; A. A. U. W. Dinner, Shenmanifestation of one's emotions through prolonged gasps. With the announce- provement and progress in our work. who the house president was, and then
endale, 6:30 p. m.
Carry the Association spirit of I learned by asking a former member
ment of a coming movie, or particularly, the next number in the case of a
Student Organ Recital at Methhelpfulness
and unselfishness with you of the house committee and being pomusical program, the gasping of many girls harmonizes and finally subsides.
odist Church, 8 p.m.; Followed
It seems quite superfluous to add that such an occasion hardly requires throughout the week to your tables, litely informed that she was the officer
by reception by invitation at the
that the heart be worn on the sleeve. Those things which strike the deepest your classes, your roommates and your in question. The situation is certainly
Stage Coach.
chords of souls are respected more or less by sjlence. These interruptions play. It is not meant to be kept for peculiar. This is the third house pres- Tuesday, May 21—Jean Wine's Reare annoying to one who is intent upon listening to the speaker, whose thread only the "Y" meetings.
ident that Spotswood has had this year
cital, Auditorium, 8 p. m.
Show your interest in the "Y" by and the girls have often wondered
of talk for the time is left suspended in mid^-air. Doubtless, the speaker
himself, to whom the gasps may come unexpectedly, is somewhat disconcerted. an endeavor to attend every meeting from where they all came and whence Wednesday, May 22—Glee Club
Review, Auditorium, 8 p. m.;
However, I have noticed that the faculty and president of the college have regularly, and do not come alone. "To they went. Was there ever an elecfollowed by party at Miss Shaeftry
to
"interest
others
is
the
surest
become accustomed to living up to the situation by pausing politely or by
tion? Oh, yes, there was one early last
fer's
home.
clearing their throats during the intermission.
way to interest one's self."
fall—but why was there no election
Aeolian
Club Tea Recital,
Explanations are
Be consicous of your membership any other time?
The condition shows no signs of improving. Instead, the habit seems to
Alumna:,
4:30
p. m.
have attracted several new advocates during the course of this year. It may and not one who just joins and con- simple and do not take much time, so,
Thursday,
May
24—Eleanor
Cook's
be that these advocates are totally unconscious of the act. At any rate, tributes a small portion of her weekly would some one mind telling us why
Recital,
Wilson,
8
p.
m.
the eradication of this evil would work toward the common benefit of both allowance and never attends a meet- we are not allowed to elect our own
house president?
the speaker and the audience. Let us raise our average at least one notch!
ing.
MADISON

WSCOKW

^EDITORIAL COMMENT,

DEAR EDITOR:

THE BREEZE

WereYou Wondering?
By

The following girls went home
last week-end: Anna Bailey to Luray,
Thelma Barton to Roanoke, Virginia
Blain to Clifton Forge, Marie Boyer
to Woodstock.Lucy Clarke to Culpeper, Sylvia Clarke to Waynesboro, Willene Clarke to Petersburg, Elizabeth
Clay to Gladys, Marie Craft to Goshen,
Ileta Cummings to Raphine, Anna Day
to Vienna, Mary Elizabeth Deaver
to Lexington, Edith Dudley to Staunton, Catherine Falls to Naruna, Louise
Faulconer to Unionville, Elsie Franklin to Amherst, Geraldine Fray to
Advance Mills, Mary Fristoe to Bentonville, Ayleen Graham to Richmond,
Margaret Grove to Lovettsville, Dorothy Hamilton to West Augusta,
Blandene Harding to Waynesboro,
Marye Harris to Unionville, Beatrice
Hart to Rockbridge Baths, Olga Heard
to Danville, Mollie Heizer to Raphine,
Dorothy Helmintoller to Hot Springs,
Eleanor Holtzman to Mt. Jackson,
Ruth Horton to Roanoke, Mary Margaret Howell to Swoope, Mollie Sue
Hull to Goshen, Margaret Hunt to
Shenandoah, Mildred Johnson to Lexington, Helen Lardes to Craigsville,
Joyce and Virginia Lea to Massies Mill,
Helen Le Seur to Arvonia, Myrtle Little to Clifton Forge, Benita McCarthy
to New Glasgow, Virginia McNeil to
Fisherville, Alice Marshall to Louisa,
Helen Martz to Bluemont, Ruth Matthews to Front Royal, Agnes Mays to
Staunton, Alma Miller and Josephine
Miller to Woodstock, Margaret Miller
to Washington, D. C, Genevieve Monroe to Roselord, Margaret Peak to Long
Island, Mary Penington to Kinsale,
Dot Peyton to Rhodesville, Geraldine
Potts to Round Hill, Ophelia Printz
to Luray, Evelyn Pugh to Edom,
Alice Rhodes to Luray, Minnie Roller
to New Market, Charlotte Sheets to
Clifton Forge, Helen Shutters to Mt.
Jackson, Helen Slifer to Winchester,
Lucille Smiley to Roanoke, Eleanor
Watts to Lexington, Nancy White to
Pulaski, Frances Wilkens to Strasburg,
Elizabeth Williams to. Rockbridge
Baths, Olivia Wooding to Long Island,
Mary V. Wright to Acorn, Elizabeth
Younger to Mount Jackson, Marjorie
Baptiste to Boydton, Jessie Goodman to
Buena Vista, Bertha Jenkins to Luray,
Mary Martin to Greenfield, Genevieve
Miller to Broadway, Helen Willis to
Clarksville, Elsie. Grove to Dayton,
Elizabeth Bywaters to Opequon, Bertha
Durer to Advance Mills, Louise Golladay to Quicksburg, Ruth McNeil to
Fisherville, Caroline Schaller to Washington, D. C, Margaret Schoene to
Blacksburg, and Mary Smith to Stasburg.
» * »
The following girls went with the
old and new Y. W. C. A. cabinets to
camp over the week-end: Mary Page
Barnes, Elizabeth Thweatt, Annie Cox,
Annie Glen Darden, Emma Dunbar,

Dr. William Cooper
(Continued from Page One)
Romantic Age by A. A. Milnes as their
annual play.
Opening the Sunday program will
be a senior breakfast, at which time
the hope chest will be filled. The remainder of the Sunday program has
been mentioned above.
Class day exercises are first on the
schedule Monday morning, June 10.
During the afternoon, a movie, Lives
of a Bengal Lancer, will be shown
in the auditorium, and an informal reception, given by the faculty in Alumnx Hall to graduates and their guests
will follow. Final exercises at which
President S. P. Duke will deliver the
diplomas, will be held at 8:30 on Monday evening. A dance for the graduating classes in Reed Hall gymnasium
will follow and close the twenty-sixth
commencement exercises.
A special feature of the commencement service will be music by the col-

Louise Fulp, Mary Trigg Gannaway,
Blanche Griffin, Adelaide Howser,
Frances and Sue Folly, Helen Martson,
Lois Meeks, Sue Quinn, Audrey
Slaughter, Wanda Spencer, Elizabeth
Strange, Lorine Thomas, Marion Townsend, Martha Way, and Nell Williams.
» * »•
Anne Bond attended the V. M. I.
dance at Lexington last Saturday.
» » »
Louise Anderton visited in Unionville last week-end, Ila Arrington in
Hot Springs, Virginia Bean in Vinton,
Ruth Bowman in Hot Springs, Hazel
Blair in Alexandria, Maude Burnette
in Free Union, Emily Bushong in
Woodstock, Martha Campbell in Lynchburg, Erma Cannon in Unionville,
Mary Moore Davis in Charlottesville,
Ruth Dobyns and Isabelle Dun in Free
Union, Rose Duggins in Rockbridge
Baths, Ruth Eearly in Roanoke, Ruth
Gosney in Rtockbridge Baths, Eleanor
Harrison in Broadway, Florence Holland in Quantico, Amarylas Homan
in Broadway, Mary E. Lambertson in
Mt. Crawford, Virginia Lewis in Lacey
Springs, Helen Madjeski in Raphine,
Elsie Mallory in Roanoke, Beryl Obenchain in Churchville, Elizabeth Page
in Hot Springs, Margaret Poats in
Luray, Maude Poore in Advance Mills,
Ruth Pullen in Mt. Crawford, Hazel
Ritchie and Maryellen Rogers in Dayton, Ruth Sergent in Rockbridge Baths,
Ruby Shepherd in Harrisonburg, Mary
Ellen Smith in Clifton Forge, Mary
Janet Stuart and Ellen Stanford in
Goshen, Mary Jane Walker in Swoope,
Frances Wells in Staunton, Mary Clare
West in Washington, and Elizaobeth
Swartz in Mt. Jackson.
* » »
Charleva Crichton visited Mary
Elizabeth Deaver at her home in Lexington last week-end.
» * *

Work, play, friends, and religion are
four factors which Miss M. L. Seegar
of the Education department included
in her talk, My Philosophy of Life, at
the weekly Y. W. C. A. vesper service
in Wilson auditorium, May 9.
The program, led by Margaret Peak,
Long Island, was the first of a series
of talks planned by the Y. W. C. A.
cabinet to represent personal philosophies of life in many different professions.
"Everyone has a creed or motto of
his own," Miss Seegar said, mentioning such ones as "Service with a smile,"
"A merry heart doeth good like medicine;" or "I have had my worries, most
of which never happened." Continuing, the speaker stated, "Consciously
or not the creed by which we live
is reflected in the way we play the
game of life."
Miss Seegar declared that music, art,
literature, and nature study should
not be ommitted from the every day
life. "In building up life, one must
continue to grow, play, and laugh.
You can't stand still."

SUE QUINN

I shook the dust^rom my shoes and
sat down. Most of the professors had
been in trains of thought and had
gone puffing along after insisting that
they had no favorite jokes—at least,
not ones which could go into prinj. Alpha Nature Group—Garden Club
Were you wondering what jokes out"To get the most pleasure from
side of class quips were favorites of your garden, plant flowers so you will
have bloom from the first to the last
the faculty?
of the season," said Mary Janet Stuart
Mrs. Cook says her favorite joke is
in a talk at the joint meeting of the
one which was made interesting and Alpha Nature Group and the Garden
funny by the way a New York grad- Club, Thursday evening, May 9.
uate of Vassar told it in southern acSeveral poems were read and the occent:
cassion for their writing explained by
Alpha members.
During the early days of the great
This was the first joint meeting of
depression a white friend asked:
the two clubs.
"How is everything going with you,
Uncle Tom?"
Sesame Club
"Law, Cap, everything's jus' fine—.
Lois Wandless, Bridgewater, was
It's like dis game of golf, it has three elected president of the Sesame Club at
"putts" in it. You "putts" your faith a meeting held last Thursday. The
in de Lawd, you "putts" your care other officers who are to take up work
in de geerage, and you "putts yo next fall quarter are as follows: vicepresident, Lucille Fawley; secretary,
wimmen in de field."
Janet Hopkins; treasurer, Ella Mae
Dr. Gifford's favorite is:
Layman; sergeant-at- arms, Effa LineJohnny: "Teacher, I worked my weaver.
problems 10 times."
The last social feature of the year,
Teacher: "That's a good boy. What a picnic, for the club, its sponsors,
and guests was discussed.
is the answer?"

Our Heritage From our Mothers
was the appropriate subject of the talk
given 6y Mrs. A. R. Black well of the
home economics department in commemoration of Mothers' Day at the Y.
W. C. A. Service, Sunday, May 12, in
Johnny: "Teacher, which answer
Wilson Auditorium.
do you want? I found 10 answers."
Art Club
Jane Epps, Halifax, conducted the
Miss Marbut claims that she can't
At the formal opening on Monday
meeting. Music was furnished by remember jokes so well, but she does evening, May 13, Ruth Warner,
Julia Kilgore, Cpeburn, at the piano, have her favorite.
Hamilton; Lucille Webber, Wincheswho used for her solo, Mother Macbree.
"It's about a man and a balloon," ter; Wanda Spencer, Lychburg; BerAfter discussing the origin of she said.
nice Sloop, Harrisonburg; and Mary
Mothers Day as a'national holiday in
It seems that there was a younj Ella Carr, Fairfax, were admitted to
Philadelphia in 1908, and later recog- farmer plowing in the field, when he the An Club. To become a member
nized in Wilson's proclamation in looked up and saw a balloon. The man one must be invited to make an origi1914, Mrs. Blackwell gave six impor- in the balloon was lost so he called out nal drawing and sample of printing.
tant heritages that are gained from our and said, "Where am I?"
These are judged by the club members,
Mothers, namely; love, character, in"Oh, you can't fool me." replied the and those samples displaying talent
spiration, encouragement, life patterns farmer, "You're up there in that little are selected. Prospective members are
and rich and joyous living.
suggested by the art teachers and the
basket!"
Following her talk Mrs. Blackwell
Dr. Williams, although he can ap- art club members.
read two poems, To My Mother by preciate jokes on the college professor,
Rose Dorven and Mothers' Day by likes better this one in which the stuScience Club
Margaret S. Sangster, and closed with dent says:
"The Educational Value of Modern
the famous Coleridge qoutation, "A
"Professor, I don't believe I deserve Botanical Gardens" by Gertrude
mother is a mother still, the holiest an absolute zero on this examination
Ashenfelter, Edinburg, and "The HisDouglas McDonald attended the thing alive."
paper."
tory of Biology" by Ethel Driver, Mt.
University of North Carolina dance at
Professor: "Neither do I, but it is Sidney, were two talks which were
Chapel Hill, N. C. over the week-end.
Both the former and new members the lowest grade I'm allowed to give.
features of the Tuesday, May 14, meet* * *
of the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet besides
ing of the Curie Science Club in WilAnne Skinner visited Mary Baldwin other students belonging to the orWhat
Can
You
Wear?
son Hall.
ganization enjoyed the week-end of
College in Staunton last week-end.
Business details included a brief
* » »
May 12 at the College Camp on the
"Now how does this one look on me? discussion of the recent meeting of the
Louise Garniss' grandfather from Shenandoah River. Miss Grace Pal- Do you really think I could wear this?
Virginia Academy of Science after
Newport, Rhode Island visited her on mer of the Art Department, a sponsor No! that makes her face too long.
which
the meeting was turned over to
of this association, was the chaperone.
Sunday.
Why she looks too funny for words." Margaret Thompson, Lexington, chair» » *
The group participated in a Sunday
Such remarks as these could have man of the program committee.
Elizabeth Gilley's parents, Mr. and morning program conducted by Eliz- been heard if an eavesdropper chanced
Mrs. H. C. Gilley from Axton came abeth Thweatt, Petersburg, President to pass Mrs. Adele BlackwelPs second
Book Reviews
of the Y. W. C. A. An informal song year home economics class in clothto see her last Sunday.
(Continued from Page Two)
* » »
service was held around the campfire ing, last Saturday, for it is studying
start in dramatics as an extra gentleA tea was given recently in Alumna: Saturday night. Many members of the color arid line in dress.
man.
Hall by the School'ma'am and Breeze Glee Club were present to contribute
The long face, the round or broad
Then came "a weary round of
jtaffs. Those in receiving line were: to the singing.
face, and the oval face were the three
agents,"
more or less minor plays,
Ruth Shular, Miss Cleveland, Mary
Mr. R. M. Hanson, professor of Geo- divisions made of the class. Each
and
greater
success until at last he was
Blankenship, Mr. Logan, and Virginia graphy, and Mrs. Bernice Varner of group was trying different types of
"off
to
America"
where he soon was
the home economic department, the hats, earrings, necklaces, and also varCox.
placed
before
the
camera.
The color scheme was yellow and other sponsors, accompained by Mrs. ious coiffures.
Having
known
the George Arliss
ereen. Music was furnished by Lena Hanson and daughter, Janet Rebecca,
Long thin faces, it was found, could
of
the
screen,
we
expect just the
drove
down
for
Sunday
dinner.
wear hats with turned-up brims,
Mundy.
choker beads, short earrings, round, simple, natural style which he uses
lege Glee Club under the direction of
The persons responsible for planning square, and high necklines. The hair and we feel quite at home when we
Miss Edna T. Shaeffer.
the weekly Y. W. C. A. devotional should be parted high on the side, or find an expression such as: "I lunched
One hundred and twenty seniors are programs in the different dormitories in the middle and behind the ears, if with Galsworthy and broke the news
to him during the fish. Being my host,
expected to receive the Bachelor of have been appointed by Elizabeth one has regular features.
he deemed it impolite to die before
The
girls
with
the
round
or
broad
Thweatt,
as
follows:
Martha
L.
Way,
Science degree and the Collegiate Proface has to wear just the opposite, the meal was over, by which time he
fessional Certficate, while seventy- Kenova, West Virginia, and Annie
Glenn Darden, Holland, Spotswood; Everything she puts on must give the had partially recovered."
eight others, who have completed the Sue Quinn, Richmond, Ashby; Eliza- effect of length. No short or long
Up The years From Bloomsburg was
two-year curriculum, are expected to beth Cosby, Lynchburg, Sheldon; errings; if any are worn they shouWbe an interesting road—for the traveler
receive the Professional Diploma and Myrtle Little, Clifton Forge, Alumna:; of everage length. Hats should be and for those who read about him.
Elsie Graybill, Buena Vista, Sprinkle chosen to get length, and necklines
Certificate.
must give the effects of v's. Square
Baseball
The" degrees of Dr. Cooper, the House; Martha Kent, Scottsville, Carter House; Elizabeth Thweatt, Johns- and round necklines should never be
(Continued from Page One)
speaker on Monday evening, include ton; and Evelyn Hunt, Branchport, worn. The hair is parted low on the jeski, L. Clarke, L. Slocum, L. Predian A.M., Ed.D., and LLD.
side, never in the middle and show- ger, A. Day, M. Holder, and M. Snead
New York, Jackson.
ing the ears should be avoided. Just make up the junior team.
Dr. Pruden holds a B. A. degree from
Music was the feature of the Y. W. as the key word is width for the thin
Sophomore baseball players are: L.
the University of Richmond, Th.M.
from the Southern Baptists University C. A. program Thursday evening, May face so is length for the round and Sloop, D. Bubb, P. Wratney, L. Borum,
broad face.
E. Call, I. Cummings, J. Goodman,
of Louisville, Kentucky, Ph.D. from 16, in Wilson Hall.
If one possesses an oval face, one V. McCue, sports leader, and K.
Louise
Cloud
fLeesburgh
who
led
the University of Edinburgh, Scotland,
and D.D. from the University of Rich- devotinals read the 121st Paslm. Fol- should consider/ iherself <tylessed ipr Manby.
M. Sampson, sports leader, M. Glovlowing a solo by Inez Graybeal, Chris- she has no worry when it come to
mond.
tiansburg, Henrietta Manson, Lotts- choosing lines. The oval face can er, F. Umberger, M. Woodson, E. BusTwo long-standing nuisances have burg, read a poem. Emma Dunbar, wear almost anything. This shaped hong, M. Pittman, B. Durrer, W. Van
been neatly merged at Denver. The Dunbar, West Virginia, and Helen face is the only one which can grace- Landingham, I. Dunn, P. Buchanan,
"Brother can you spare a dime" plea Hardy, Amelia, each played selections fully wear the, turned up brim which and M E. Kanode will play on the
freshman team.
is so popular this spring.
at the piano.
has been woven into a chain letter.
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Chapel Conducted
By Dr. J.W.Wright,
Bible Professor

PROGRAM-WEEK MAY 20

MONDAY and TUESDAY
MARLENE DIETRICH in

The Devil Is A Woman
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

"The G-Men"
with JAS. CAGNEY
FRIDAY ONLY
Big Stage and Screen Show
COMING: May 27th and 28th
Jean HARLOW-Wm. POWELL

"Reckless

:

x
v
p

9 >

SHOP AT THE

PARISIAN

And See For Yourself
LADIES READY-TO-WEAR
B
X HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,
A
and MILLINERY
i

HnMnfiMf^M'"'twmomwuMM»mm«a

Training School
Shows Progress
Along New Lines

"Forward Pass" Given
by City High School
On Thursday Night

Presenting ....
Helena Rubinstein's New Lip
Stick—for spring
"TERRA COTTA"
With Powder and Rouge to

Music Was Furnished By
Theme 'Studying To Show
Robert Duke And His
Thyself Approved Unto Children Give Entertain9
Harmonizers
God Used
ment For New Library
Equipment
forward Pass a two-act collegiate

"Studying to show thyself approved
unto God" was the theme of the chapel
exercises conducted Friday morning
by Dr. James W. Wright, professor
of Bible in this college.
He pointed out the opportunities
that college offers a student and stressed the importance of being more appreciative of parental sacrifices. The
speaker also emphasized how essential
it is to have high ideals and standards
by which to live.
-o

Practice Mouse Girls
Entertain Faculty

Miss Julia Robertson, associate professor of home economics, and Miss
Bessie Lanier, associate professor of
WHEN BETTER CLEANING
education, were the dinner guests of
IS DONE WE WILL DO IT.
the girls in the north side of the Home
The only bargain today in Dry
Economics Practice House on May 9..
Cleaning is Quality.
The following night Dr. and Mrs.
Otto Frederickson were entertained by
PLAIN DRESSES
the girls residing in the south side of
Cleaned and Pressed
JOc
the Practice House.
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER
The home economics students who
Hayden's
are staying in the Practice House this
quarter on the north side are: CathDry Geaning Works
erine
Matthews, Frances Pigg, Karle
PHONE
274
Bundy, Martha Surber and Eleanor
Ziegler.
%x%x%!iaexsxs%xsxxxx»atsxxxs!il
On the south side are: Lillian Allen,
Locker's Shoe Repair Shop
Mary Jones, Sue Wampler, Ruth
Hurst, and Roberta Jones. While Mrs.
Work Done While You Wait
Pearl
Moody, supervisor of home ecoWe Deliver To You Free
nomics, is attending a conference in
J. T. LOKER, PROP.
New Orleans, Miss Genevieve WarPhone 8fi-R
4J E. Market St.
wick, supervisor of home economics
Bridgewater High School, is staying
with the girls in the Practice House.
STOP AT
AT THT.
n
o
THE

NEW TYPE REPORT
SENT TO PARENTS
Inviting little gates led into flowered "garden" at Main Street School
where tea was served to nearly two
hundred parents and visitors last Saturday. In connection with the tea, a delightful program of dances, songs, and
instrumental solos were given by children from the various rooms.
Mrs. Fristoe's children danced the
graceful "Minuet" and Miss Goodman's group gave a May Pole dance;
chorus singing by Miss McGlaughlin's
children added to the variety of the
program.
A violin solo by Adeline Lincoln and
a piano solo by Geraldine Estes also
gave interest to the entertainment.
Miss Virginia Buchanan, assistant
director of the Training School, and
Mrs. S. G. Aldhizer, president of the
P. T. A., acted as hostesses. The tea
was served by students from the college.
Candy was sold in connection with
the tea and in all about $25.00 was
cleared, which will be used for the
school library.

comedy written by Walter Stone, was
presented by Harrisonburg High
School in , Wilson auditorium last
Thursday evening.
The attractive dialogue, dealing with
the kidnapping of a football hero before the important game of the season
and his subsequent rescue as a crown
prince, was lightened by several musical numbers and choruses. Outstanding among the latter was the football
fan chorus of the first act. The girls,
in their brilliant red and white satin
costumes, vividly portrayed the "rahrah" spirit, popularly associated with
college life.
As a whole, the parts were well
taken. Charles Turner was especially
good in his portrayal of Shady Lane,
the freshman "backer" and roommate
of the campus hero, played by Alvin
Webster.
The production was staged and directed by Miss Lucille M. Roice of the
John B. Rogers Company. Robert
Duke and his Harmonizers furnished
the music for the choruses and solo
numbers. Pianists were Mrs. A. K.
Fletcher and Miss Linda Betts.
The student body social and standards committees from the college
ushered at the play. They were Belle
Kreiger, head usher, Gene Averett,
Helen Willis, Anne Bond, Margaret
Hottle, Louise Faulconer, Marjorie
Fulton, Anne Gunter, Hannah Calhoun, Dot Beach, Irma Cannon, Bertha
Jenkins, Mattie Ellison, and Elizabeth
Strange.
o

Match

WILLIAMSON DRUG
COMPANY

Always A
Good Show
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PAULINE'S BEAUTY
SCHOOL
MOVED TO SOUTH SIDE
SQUARE—NEAR DENTON

An experimental plan to revise the
STORE
type of report now given to parents
to record the child's progress was
under discussion at the Main Street
PHONE 764-J
School Parent Teachers (Association
meeting on Wednesday, May 8. 'The
BBBBBBBBWBflBattBBBBBBBBBBa Oi
group met in two sections, one for
mratrotmaqBaggnaBaagaaaqaag
the primary grades with Miss Marie
Alexander as chairman, and the other
Harrisonburg's Exclusive
for grammer grades with Miss Virginia
LADIES SHOPPE
Buchanan as chairman.
The plan in brief is the following:
RALPH'S
Sketches of Tour
CANDYLAND
each teacher will choose one of three
"J/
It's New We Have It"
(Continued from Page One)
types of reports to use next year. The
peare's
plays
and
also
a
window
repWMMHMHMttMMMMMMMwMMMwMHMHM
for the Best Thing to Eat and j
Professor Raus M, Hanson of the
first type will be a check list of habits
resenting the seven stages of man.
Drink
and attitudes; the second, a check list social science faculty lectured in chap- BracnaHaHH3*aaaHfiaaaH»3»Q8»«t
"As we went up the steps of the of habits and attitudes with a brief el Monday morning on the "FormaHOME-MADE CANDIES
Capitol, we noticed, Rescue. This is comment on each; the third, a sum- tions in our Surrounding Territory."
Lilian Gochenour
HOME-MADE ICE CREAM
the carving of a pioneer struggling mary of improvements made under He spoke of the big rock on campus
EXCLUSIVE MILLINER
the best in town
with an Indian.
each general habit. The basis for se- of which Dr. Butts, state geologist has
HOSE
UNDERWEAR
The Best Sandwiches for the
"To our left, we then saw the lection of habits and attitudes for the said, "A whole week of lectures are in
124 East Market Street
Money in Town
Senate; in the southern wing, the check lists and comments will be
that one big rock."
sxasxxxxxx%sssxxxxxxxxsxx House of Representatives, and in the key sheet applicable to all primary and Mr. Hanson showed a map of the BHKHXmBKBHBHBHBBHBKHHHHBBK
center, the Supreme Court."
•, grammer grades.
Valley of Virginia prepared by Dr. *X**XXX^XXXXX»CX*XXXX%XX*
*XXXXXX%X»CXVX1«V*XVVY*X^
The third speaker, Elsie Jarvis,
The group of mothers present were Butts. There are 49 different kinds
Mathews, gave a brief account of the enthusiastic about the proposed change of rock in the valley of Virginia. In j QUALITY -I- SERVICE !
VISIT OUR STORE
zoo. "There we saw apes, monkeys, and promised their hearty co-operation the entire state there are over 90 variFOR
IS OUR MOTTO
and two huge elephants," she related. during its trial next year.
ties or rocks.
Ready-to-Wear
"Probably no state having size simi"At the Smthsonian Institute we
When you have ui print your
Shoes
Miss Katherine Anthony, who is lar to that of Virginia has a greater
saw many stuffed animals, the remains
School Annual, Catalog, MagaDry Goods
of a dinosaur, Lindberg's plane, the serving as chairman of the teacher- varhy of rock formation," Mr. Hanzine, Newspaper, or Printing of
inaugural dresses of all the Presidents' training section of the Virginia Edu- son said. He also showed a geolAND
any Kind—Your work looks
wives, early inventions, old coins, and cation Association, attended a plan- ogists time scale which tells age of
NEEDS OF ALL KINDS
ning conference on the State Curricu- rocks. The big rock in front of
a miniature of Mount Vernon.
NEW, MODERN, and
"We plso visited the Commerce lum Revision Program at Richmond, Alumna: Hall is of the Ordovician
DIFFERENT
Building and the Navy Building. At last Saturday. The purpose of the type and is between seven and eight
Harrisonburg, Virginia
the latter we were shown a miniature conference was to recommend general hundred million years old.
X»OOOatX«X»OOCX»OOOPQOOOO< of the airship, Shenanioah which flew policies and procedures on the folThe
ond and third floor student suites. The
over the campus here at one time. lowing phases of the curriculum probedrooms,
each
occupied
by
two
girls
Going on, we went to the Union Sta- gram: (1) needed adaptions and reThe J. C. Dean Studio tion, the Washington Momument, and visions in the elementary and second- who, with two others, share a bathroom in the individual suites, showed
205 West Beverley Street
the White House, where we looked ary (grade 8) courses of study; (2) pretty and interesting variety of decOver McCroys J & 10
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
into the famous Red and Blue Rooms." a state supervisory program which
oration and arrangement by their ocNita Gravely, Axton, was the last will be of greatest assistance to local
School Work A Specialty
cupants.
\%\XXXXXXXXXX\X\XX%XXV\X\>
student speaker. She said, "Before divisions in the effective introduction
Serving
the
refreshments
were
Mrs.
PORTRAITS OF
Music -was furnished throughout
we entered Washington, we stopped and use of materials included in the
C. E. Normand, Mrs. Howard K. Gibat Arlington Cemetery and at Gen. revised course of study, and (3) the
the evening by the college orchestra
DISTINCTION Robert E. Lee's home, where we were formulation of plans for teacher train- bons, Mrs. James C. Johnston and under the direction of Fred B. Spiker.
Miss Alimae Aiken. They were assisted
Kodak Finishing
impressed by the points of historical ing curriculum revision program.
by a number of faculty members and a
o
interest.
PHFNE 278-J
One day Babe will pole out a homer
committe of seniors. Other faculty
Initial Reception
"We also visited the Arlington
Harrisonburg,
::
Virginia
members and seniors received the guests and on the next he's just a vice-presiAmphtitheatre, the Tomb of the Un(Continued from Page One)
dent with four times at bat.
in various parts of the dormitory.
known Soldier the Lincoln Memorial, Blackwell, Senior Hall chaperon, and
BaHBBBBttgBBBBBBBBHnBBBBgBBBHgnBnBBnBBBBBBBBBBaBBBgff
«attaggggBBBB««agaHBaaaa»BB the new bridge over the Potomac, and Mrs. A. B. Cook, dean of women.
In the next parlor they were greetHAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW | the lovely Washington Cathedral."
ed
by other faculty members and senIn conclusion, Dr. Frederikson comYARDLEY COMPACTS?
mented breifly on the trip in general. iors, and were shown into the rear parmoderately priced at
"Washington," he stated, "is the lor, finshed, like the others in buff
$1.10
$1.65
$3.85
youngest and likewise the smallest na- with ivory woodwork and containing
tional capitol in the world. It is, how- furniture from the studios of the VirAlso full line of creams, lotions,
WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE YOU VISIT OUR
ever most artisticially planned. Al- ginia Craftsmen of Harrisonburg.
rouge, powders, etc.
though our capvtol is not a city of Here they were served refreshments
Ladies' Ready -to - Wear, Millinery, and
skyscrapers, it contains the tallest from a table rich with pink roses and
People's
Shoe Departments
masonry building in the world, the candlelight, and were then conducted
Service Drug Store
Washington Momument. This struc- through the chaperone's handsome suite
«(
The Smartest and Newest Always Shown"
16 South Main Street
ture contains a stone from the Par- of rooms on the first floor, and the
comfortable and newly-furnished sec- nmmiaammwmnnawwawmtmnnntttmnnnvvv.vnr^
HBBiaggggaaagfiBagBaaBggBB* thenon at Athens."

Mr. Raus Hanson Talks
On Rock Formations
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